SMART STRIPS

...For Energy & Cost Savings!

WHAT IS A SMART STRIP?

The Smart Strip is designed to save ENERGY and MONEY, and is easy to use. The Smart Strip prevents your equipment from drawing electricity when your electronic devices are not in use. Smart Strips kill Phantom Load which saves energy and money!

HOW IT WORKS:

Using the SMART STRIP is as easy as 1-2-3. **THE CONTROL OUTLET:** This outlet is the 'master switch' for all devices plugged into the Smart Strip. When the device plugged into the control outlet is turned 'on' or 'off' the devices plugged into the “Switched Outlets” will turn on or off accordingly. Example: computer, TV, coffee maker, etc.

**THE CONSTANT HOT OUTLETS:** These outlets function just like the outlets on a regular power strip; they remain powered as long as the power switch is on, and are not effected by the “Control Outlet.” Example: fax machines, answering machines, DVR or Cable Box, etc.

**THE AUTOMATICALLY SWITCHED OUTLETS:** These outlets are controlled by the device plugged into the “Control Outlet”. Devices plugged into these outlets will automatically turn on or off when the device plugged into the control outlet is turned on or off.